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papers, etc.

▶ last-minute questions?
▶ use Sakai, not e-mail, to turn in
▶ PDF, please
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1 2 3 4 5

a early
sensations

no school;
adventures

Hello,
Bertie; S as
prefect

Daily pieties Sordid home
life; poetic
thoughts

b Clongowes:
illness;
dream

family;
writing a
poem;
Conmee:
Ha! Ha! Ha!

Arnall:
sermon on
hell (f.i.d.);
S/E married
in heaven

Davin’s
story; the
dean:
“tundish”

c Xmas dinner
argument

Whitsuntide
play;
”Admit!”
memory

sermon on
Hell:
composition
of place

Director of
Belvedere:
priesthood?

U. students;
S on
aesthetics

the villanelle
d “Smugging”;

playground
Cork;
Foetus

pains of the
damned

No; back
home

S/Cranly: “I
will not
serve”

e Pandying;
going to the
rector

Spending the
prize money;
the
prostitute

Goatish
creatures;
confession

Out to the
beach; the
boys; the girl
in the water

the diary
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some patterns

▶ 1a and 5e: fragments
▶ c: the din of voices / climaxes
▶ b/d symmetry: typical episodes
▶ e: moments of triumph
▶ a: failures/routinizations

In a sense it might even be said that our failure is to form habits: for, after
all, habit is relative to a stereotyped world, and meantime it is only the
roughness of the eye that makes any two persons, things, situations, seem
alike. (Pater)
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a mythic method?

The question, then, about Mr. Joyce, is: how much living material does he
deal with, and how does he deal with it: deal with, not as a legislator or
exhorter, but as an artist?

It is here that Mr. Joyce’s parallel use of the Odyssey [in Ulysses] has a great
importance….

It is simply a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a shape and a signif-
icance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy which is contem-
porary history.

T. S. Eliot, “Ulysses, Order, and Myth” (1923)
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villanelle

A1 b A2

a b A1

a b A2

a b A1

a b A2

a b A1 A2

What of the precious villanelle? Does Joyce intend it to be taken as a
serious sign of Stephen’s artistry….Are we to marvel at his artistry, or
scoff at his conceit?
(Wayne Booth, Rhetoric of Fiction [1961; 2nd ed., 1983])
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irony still

The suave priest, her uncle, seated in his armchair, would hold the page
at arm’s length, read it smiling and approve of the literary form. (187)

[Cranly]: —Are you laughing in your sleeve? (176)
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“non serviam”

—I will not serve, answered Stephen.

—That remark was made before, Cranly said calmly. (201)

—Look here, Cranly, he said. You have asked me what I would do and
what I would not do. I will tell you what I will do and what I will not do.
I will not serve that in which I no longer believe whether it call itself my
home, my fatherland or my church: and I will try to express myself in
some mode of life or art as freely as I can and as wholly as I can, using
for my defence the only arms I allow myself to use—silence, exile, and
cunning. (208)

This is somehow Joyce…
Djuna Barnes in Vanity Fair (1922)
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Joyce/Stephen

Mother is putting my new secondhand clothes in order. (213)

to forge in the smithy of my soul (213)

The artist, like the God of the creation, remains within or behind or
beyond or above his handiwork, invisible, refined out of existence, indif-
ferent, paring his fingernails.

—Trying to refine them also out of existence, said Lynch. (180)
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going popular

1890–: emerging structural opposition between

field of restricted production (late James, Wilde, Conrad, Joyce)
“for a public of producers of cultural goods”

and

field of large-scale cultural production (e.g. Conan Doyle)
“for non-producers of cultural goods, ‘the public at large’ ”

(Pierre Bourdieu, “The Market of Symbolic Goods”)
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the brows

A novel received with unqualified enthusiasm in a lowbrow paper will be
coolly treated by the middlebrow and contemptuously dismissed if men-
tioned at all by the highbrow Press; the kind of book that the middlebrow
Press will admire wholeheartedly the highbrow reviewer will diagnose as
pernicious; each has a following that forms a different level of public.

Q.D. Leavis, Fiction and the Reading Public (1932; London: Chatto & Win-
dus, 1965), 20–21.
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large-scale → restricted
entertainment seriousness
ease difficulty
escape realism experiment
genre singularity
ephemerality permanence
popularity general renown specialist renown
heteronomy autonomy
low symbolic capital → high symbolic capital
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(no) mystery

Under the head of ‘mental relaxation’ may be included detective stories,
the enormous popularity of which (like the passion for solving cross-word
puzzles) seems to show that for the reader of to-day a not unpleasurable
way of relaxing is to exercise the ratiocinative faculties on a minor non-
personal problem. (Leavis, 50)

“Writers have to consider their readers, if any, y’see.”
(Lord Peter Wimsey) (Sayers, 105)
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where the money is

I do hope something will come of Lord Peter! I really feel that if an agent
is really keen upon him it must mean that he HAS monetary possibili-
ties….I’m sure writing is much more my job than office work or teaching.
(Dorothy Sayers, letter of 1922)
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Dorothy L. Sayers

1893 b. Oxford
1909 boarding school in Salisbury
1915 1st-class honors in French at
Oxford, but no degree
1920 BA, MA (Oxon; among first)
1922–1931 ad writer in London
1923 Whose Body?
1925–1936 more Wimsey
1938 friends with C.S. Lewis,
Charles Williams, the Inklings
1944–57† Dante trans. for Penguin
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what kind of book?

Discuss the way Sayers handles narration, description, style, tone, or plot
by making contrasts with our other readings so far.
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status

“Worse things happen in war. This is only a blink’ old shillin’ shocker. But
I’ll tell you what, Parker, we’re up against a criminal—the criminal—the
real artist and blighter with imagination—real, artistic, finished stuff. I’m
enjoyin’ this, Parker.” (20)

“I crawl, I grovel, my name is Watson.” (30)

[About Sugg:] “He’s like a detective in a novel.” (13)

“People are opinionated about side-issues, you know. I see red if anybody
questions my judgment about a book….It isn’t the girl Freke would bother
about—it’s having his aristocratic nose put out of joint by a little Jewish
nobody.” (113)

“Of course we’re all Jews nowadays.” (27)
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the method of detection

When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth.
(Holmes in Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Sign of Four [1890])
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COSSSSRI
…
SCISSORS (91)
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the method of detection

When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth.
(Holmes in Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Sign of Four [1890])

“It’s impossible,” said his reason, feebly; “credo quia impossible,” said his
interior certainty with impervious self-satisfaction. (92)
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stinger

What is the historical explanation for the difference in detective methods,
and personalities, between Wimsey and Holmes?
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next

▶ Sayers, continued
▶ Cane, at least through “Theater” (1–53)


